Books on Display at the Jonathan Edwards Library
Bibliographic List
Compiled by Andrea Robare, MSIS

The following is a list of cookbooks on display on the lower level of the library.

Note: All books on display can be checked out of the library.

The Festive Table: Recipes and Stories for Creating your own Holiday Traditions
Lundy, Ronni
TX 739 .L77 1995

Working the Plate: The Art of Food Presentation
Styler, Christopher; photography by David Lazarus
TX652.S826 2006

Easy Entertaining
Publications International, Ltd.
TX731.E278 2000

Festive Food Decoration for all Occasions
Ostrander, Sheila
TX652 .O78

Keeping Entertaining Simple: 500 Tips for Carefree Gatherings with Family & Friends
Storey, Martha
TX731 .S74 1998

Cooking for a Crowd
Wyler, Susan; photographs by Jerry Simpson
TX820 .W95 1988

The Art of Napkin Folding: Completing the Elegant Table
Kalish, Susan; and Nancy Kalish
TX820 .W95 1988

Fork, Knives & Spoons
Wolfman, Peri; and Charles Gold
TX 714 W643 1994

River Cottage Preserves Handbook
Corbin, Pam
TX814.5.J35C67 2010

Condiments: The Art of Buying, Making, and Using Mustards, Oils, Vinegars, Chutneys, Relishes, Sauces, Savory Jellies, and more
Gunst, Kathy; illustrations by Keiko Narahashi
TX819.A1 G86 1984
The Cook’s Encyclopedia of Bread
Ingram, Christine, and Jennie Shapter
TX769.S52 2000

The Bread Bible: Beth Hensperger’s 300 Favorite Recipes
Hensperger, Beth; illustrations by Harry Bates
TX769.H442 1999

The Brown Bag Cookbook: Nutritious Portable Lunches for Kids and Grown-Ups
Sloan, Sara; illustrated by Loretta Trezzo
TX735 .S63 1984

Farm Journal’s Homemade Snacks: How to Eat Better When You Eat on the Run
Nichols, Nell B., Farm Journal Field Editor
TX740 .N5

Baby, Let’s Eat!
Coyle, Rena, and Patricia Messing
TX361.C5 C69 1987

Thorn, Jon
TX 817 .C6 C6 1995

Tea
von Wachendorf, Viola
TX817.T3W15 2007

The Book of Tea & Coffee
Evans, Sarah Jane, and Giles Hilton
TX415.E9 1998

The Gourmet’s Guide to Cooking with Wine: How to use Wine to Take Simple Recipes from Ordinary to Extraordinary
Boteler, Alison
TX726.B5957 2008

The Beer Book
Hampson, Tim
TP577.B393 2008

The Connoisseurs’ Handbook of California Wines
Olken, Charles E; Earl G. Singer, and Norman S. Roby
TP557 .O43 1982

Wine with Food: A Guide to Entertaining Through the Seasons
Ensrud, Barbara
TP548 .E57 1984
The Beer makes it Better Cook Book
Russell, Maria, and Maxine Stromberg
TX726.3 .R88

Tasting Beer: An Insider’s Guide to the World’s Greatest Drink
Mosher, Randy
TP577.M68 2009

Appetizers Cookbook, Party Food Cookbook, Entertaining Cookbook
No Author Given
TX740.F38 2006

Cheese Primer
Jenkins, Steven
TX382 .J46 1996

The Hors d’oeuvre Book
Castle, Coralie; illustrations by Karen Lynch
TX740 .C316 1985

100 Best Jewish Recipes: Traditional and Contemporary Kosher Cuisine from Around the World
Rose, Evelyn, and Judi Rose
TX724.R548 2016

Hot & Spicy Latin Dishes
DeWitt, Dave, Mary Jane Wilan, and Melissa T. Stock
TX803.P46 D483 1995

Soul Food: The Surprising Story of an American Cuisine, One Plate at a Time
Miller, Adrian
TX715.M6379 2013

The African-American Kitchen: Cooking from Our Heritage
Medearis, Angela Shelf
TX715 .M48 1994